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A creative work that allows you not just to state a required topic on paper or electronically, but to 

rethink it, is commonly referred to as an essay. When writing, you should not neglect either the content 

or the title page of the essay. Let's consider how to properly design the title page of the essay in more 

detail. The main thing is to consistently give arguments and conclude them in a logical chain. That they 

are not just "present", but build a proof base from the data you bring, conclusions and conclusions.  

Be sure to use quotations, which are enclosed in quotation marks. At the end of each statement, cite the 

source and:   

author,  

year of publication,  

Page location of the quotation you cite.   

In addition to the quotations in this section, provide a statement accompanied by examples and 

explanations. And this is in each section/sub-section of the essay, which ends with a small conclusion, or 

a final judgment Custom Writing. 

Conclusion  

Reiterate the essence of the problem you are developing, but summarize the findings and conclusions 

voiced in the main body.  

The conclusion in an essay is not spatial reasoning. It is a brief but succinct expression of the findings. It 

can be of several kinds:   

logical conclusion,  

open finale,  

summary,  

a rhetorical question,  

a call to action,  

a spectacular point,   

Where each type carries a unique semantic load. Therefore, it is made in different styles and has its own 

goal of influencing the opponent. The type of conclusion you need is better to stipulate with the 

supervising manager, but only after you will collect the required amount of evidence.  

Only at first glance, this section may seem like the easiest part of the work. Yes, all the requirements in 

this section are strictly prescribed, but they apply only to registration, which is worth observing with 

particular scrupulosity.  
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It is necessary to indicate not only the sources from which you take the main material, but all the 

citations in the work. The number of sources is usually not regulated, but the minimum number of 

sources is determined by the university or other institution for which you are writing your essay.  

How to properly format a written work for school  

A school essay is designed in accordance with the rules and standards adopted by your high school/non-

secondary school. What is especially important, because such works and their results go to offset the 

final exams and are indicated in your documents on the level of education received. The supervisor, in 

this case the teacher, gives detailed information on the collection, writing, design and delivery of the 

essay prepared by you. Beginning with the rules of the title page of the essay in school and ending with 

the list of references and content.  

How to write a title page for an essay contest  

Such a work requires a special creative approach. But you should not forget about the norms and 

requirements for design, set out in the current GOST. You should start by studying the finished title page 

of the essay for the contest. The main thing is to design it perfectly correctly, because it is the face of the 

whole work. Preference in finding an example of the most recent options. Because the design criteria 

change very often.  

Writing the title page of the written work for the tutor  

The creative work of the educator, which requires a properly designed title page. This work will become 

the main portfolio for many years of professional activity. The main idea of this essay is to write the 

reasons that led you to choose this profession. Samples of such essays today are not difficult to take in 

the virtual network.  

Formatting the main part of the written work  

The beginning will be the introduction, where the purpose of writing this work is stated. The task is not 

just to state the essence, but to interest your opponent to read the whole work to the end. Then you 

gradually reveal the topic with the confirmation of each conclusion, conclusion and even assumptions 

about the importance of your chosen topic. In what will help you an essay notebook, where you initially 

collect, mark and correct everything that can be useful in writing such a work.  

The main thing is to do everything consistently and logically. 
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